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RocketLearn hosts online camps for children so they can you have a light fun learning 
programme over the holidays.  In addition to Maths, English and Academic 
Enrichment we also provide activities and videos with a focus on well-being, and PE.

This booklet gives you access to our wellbeing activities and also some PE 
challenges. All our sessions have been designed so that children can access them 
autonomously without adult intervention..  They have been made by experienced
specialist teachers in their field and uniquely designed for children in years 3-6.

All our PE activities have been provided by PE Challenges. PE challenges have 
recently launched an activity package called Skillabus which is designed to 
encourage sporting activities and fun for all the family. The full programme includes 
over 500 challenges including 60 bottle flipping challenges. You can learn more 
about it at www.skillabus.co.uk

Our well-being activities have been kindly provided by Esther Jones, a qualified 
Thrive coach and experienced pastoral leader and teacher.  

These materials were so well received as part of our Summer Holiday Programme we 
are delighted to include them here free for any schools who may be looking for extra 
resources in the ever important area of well being and fitness. 

we hope you enjoy them

Welcome to the RocketLearn Wellbeing booklet



Session  One: How do I see the world?
We will introduce the idea that we all see things 
differently, even though we are looking at the same 
things.
 
Session Two: Beliefs v Facts
This session will show how different facts can help 
support different beliefs and how a belief is 
different to a fact.
 
Session Three: Understanding your power
Today we will look at power and explain the 
difference between an external and internal sense 
of power. 
 
Session Four: Managing your Imagination
We explore how your imagination can influence 
fears, emotions and actions, and we have SO much 
control over our imagination.
 
Session Five: Thinking to help you
We recap on the four sessions and encourage you 
to start practising the concepts we have covered in 
order to help them have a stronger positive outlook 
on life.

Session Six: What do you think about you?
We develop our understanding of self-esteem and 
introduce the idea that self-esteem needs to be 
charged, just like a phone or an iPad.

Session Seven: How do I stop worrying what other 
people think? 
We will be encouraging you to see that most 
people are too busy worrying about themselves to 
be judging others.

Session Eight: Changing dramatic language
This session will focus on the language we use and 
how it has a lot of power to change how we see 
and experience the world. 

Session Nine: Don’t be so hard on yourself
We explore how holding ourselves to very high 
standards can be really hard and how important it is 
to give ourselves a break. 

Session Ten: Thinking to help you
This final session will recap all you have learnt  and 
encourage you to start building these new really 
healthy habits to help you really enjoy life!

Wellbeing with Esther Jones

www.rocketlearn.co.uk/wellbeing

Weblink to access the videos and 
activities 

Managing your thinking can have a real positive impact on your life. Your
brain needs training just like your body to help you achieve your best. These
sessions will really get you thinking- great for all the family. 

http://www.rocketlearn.co.uk/summer2021-wellbeing


PE Challenges with Stuart Owen

Brought to you by PEchallenges.com,
these short daily videos will test your
skills in a range of sports - from
cricket to football to bottle flipping
to juggling! Challenge yourself to
see how hard you can make the tasks
or beat your high score. 

www.rocketlearn.co.uk/pechallenges

Broadcast  weblink

http://www.rocketlearn.co.uk/summer2021-pe

